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Ellis Amdur: Biography
Ellis Amdur, M.A., Edgework founder, received his B.A. in psychology from Yale
University in 1974, and his M.A. in psychology from Seattle University in 1990.
He is both a National Certified Counselor and a State Certified Child Mental
Health Specialist.
Amdur has worked in the field of crisis intervention since 1988. He has
developed a range of training and consultation services, as well as a unique style
of assessment and psychotherapy. His work focuses on communication specific
for first responders to calm and control people manifesting mental illness and
emotional disturbance, particularly those who are exhibiting potentially
dangerous behaviors.
He has released eighteen profession-specific instructional books, some written
with subject-matter-expert co-authors concerning communication with seriously
mentally ill individuals and verbal de-escalation of aggression
(www.edgeworkbooks.com)
Amdur’s vivid descriptions of aggressive and mentally ill people and his true-tolife role-playing of the behaviors in question give participants an almost first-hand
experience of facing the real individuals of concern.
Amdur primary trainings focus on tactical de-escalation and control concerning
individuals displaying aggressive or potentially threatening behaviors. Among his
particular specialties are how to work with those who are: suffering from severe
mental illness or drug intoxication, aggressive youth, perpetrators and victims of
domestic violence, stalking, and those showing behaviors associated with
paranoia, volatile personalities or sociopathy.
Of particular relevance to law enforcement and correctional officers, Amdur is
part of an innovative collaboration between himself and Sergeant (ret.) Don
Gulla, a renowned defensive tactics instructor who was, for many years, the
coordinator of one of the largest CIT programs in the nation. Both Don and Ellis
have long felt that neither verbal de-escalation nor self-defense/combatives can
be taught in isolation. One may be trying to calm an upset individual, but they

suddenly attack, without any warning. In such cases, talking is no longer the
answer. In other events, however, situations can be resolved through
communication, if only people have the skills to do so. Without such skills, force
becomes the only option. Through their training, which encompasses the full
range of force options, from conversation, de-escalation, verbal control, and
hands-on tactics from physical restraint through firearms, they prepare officers
for real life encounters which are unpredictable and change from one level to
another in a heartbeat.
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